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TOP owns several campaign packages that are
vital to running and promoting a specific niche
of clientele. The packages include the online
lobbying campaigns, the online reputation building
campaigns and the brand awareness campaign. A
perfect time to make use of such online lobbying
campaigns is when an organization wants to
influence public opinion about a political, social or
an economic issue. Each of TOP’s campaigns are
comprised of several digital marketing services that
are crucial to the welfare of the entity.

About TOP
The Online Publishers (TOP) is an international campaigner that provides unique
and essential services to governments, corporations, business entities, as well as
high net worth individuals. These services are part of the digital marketing and
online lobbying industries and cover every task that an entity needs to succeed.
TOP is a one stop shop digital marketing agency with 22 years of experience. We
have an international network in 170+ countries and 40+ languages. TOP excels
in online reputation building and repair, removing or pushing down negative
information on search engines. TOP has unique online lobbying campaigns which
means swaying public opinion about a political or societal issue or cause to serve
TOP client. Plus, an exclusive “trend it” service which help a client’s post on any
social media platform trend within the required window time and geographical
location.
The Online Publishers is a freelancers’ hub with the ability to engage millions
of freelancers from all over the world to serve clients’ objectives. We have over
50,000 writers, journalists, bloggers and vloggers. TOP also has more than
1,000,000 social media trenders, influencers and reviewers.

TOP has three other campaign categories that
corporations and/or governments may find helpful.
Those include the press release distribution
campaigns; the tourism promotion campaigns and
the foreign direct investment (FDI) campaigns.
These packages represent an instrumental part of
bringing about economic prosperity to a company
and a country. Over the course of TOP’s press
release distribution campaign, we expect to reach
the population of 170 countries, and perform our
operations using 40 different languages.
A client may choose between TOP’s 13 different
services. They are the writing, publishing, advertising,
trending, blogging, backlinks managing, translating,
reviewing, influencing, vlogging/video creating,
journalism in addition to an exclusive Photos gallery
and an Ebooks library. Each of these services is
performed in an expertise fashion and will contribute
greatly to the success of the client in achieving his/
her goals.
Whoever a person is representing, he or she can
count on TOP campaigns and services to help.
TOP guarantees a client an increase in visitors to
the company’s website and social media posts.
TOP would also guarantee huge interest in that
corporation, individual or country.
Thus, the
client financial position will increase to explosive
numbers. Only The Online Publishers can help your
organization achieve this level of success.

TOP

Campaigns
Press Release Distribution
If a business has an important piece have vital news and/or
business announcements to make, the best way is to do it is
with The Online Publishers’ press release distribution campaign.
Each campaign is made up of a vast array of TOP services and
concentrates on getting your company’s news into the hands of
international publishing sources.
TOP works with prime news outlets and
social media platforms on a worldwide
scale in more than 170 countries and in
more than 40 different languages. No
one can give your company’s news the
exposure it professionally deserves
than The Online Publishers. TOP’s
possess exclusive connections and
contacts in those 170 countries. They
are expected not to refuse a TOP’s
publication request.
With services like content creation, publishing, social media influencing, photographing,
and so many more, TOP will ensure your company’s announcement does not go
unnoticed by millions of viewers. Another facet of our services is the production of
your press release that may have up to four images or documents attached to it.
TOP strongly believes that the services it offers is a must to every digital marketing
strategy and a crucial tool for any company or country to have in its arsenal.

Brand Awareness Campaign
The Online Publishers (TOP) offers
excellent brand awareness campaign
packages for clients. We are experts
in the digital marketing industry who
focus on building brand awareness.
TOP can put your products, services,
or country in front of millions of a
worldwide audience. We reach people
all over the world and each of our
professionals speak fluently at least
one of TOP’s 40 different languages.
If you want results for your brand
awareness campaign, choose one of our
terrific packages. TOP’s Brand Awareness
Packages feature a combination of our
services that are specially tailored to
your campaign. For a complete list of
packages and the services featured,
check out our website.
A sample of some of the services that
are included in our array of packages are
content creation and placement, blogs,

social media posts, advertisement
placement, backlinks management and
influential marketing. Each package
spotlights different services, yet all
have the same objectives. The aim
is to turn your corporation or country
into a profit earning giant with a unique
brand. We welcome the opportunity to
show you what TOP can accomplish for
your organization.

TOP Campaigns

Online reputation
repair campaign

Foreign Direct
Investment Campaign

The Online Publishers
(TOP) can help a business
succeed solely based on
its reputation. When your
business has hit a low
point and suddenly seems
to have a negative online
reputation going, you need
a digital marketing firm
that knows how to repair it.
In other words, you need
TOP’s Online Reputation
Repair Campaign. No one
can help your company,
your entity, or your country
gain a positive online reputation like TOP can.
All our Online Reputation Building packages have
their own array of services that contribute to their
success. In each one, our client gets all the tasks he
or she needs to achieve their goals. Relevant tasks
may consist of articles, reviews, social media activity
and backlinks placed so that they connect to prime
websites and news sources. This is a mere sample;
more tasks are included.

When you want to see a huge increase in revenue for your country, check
out The Online Publishers’ (TOP) Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) packages.
These packages are specifically designed to direct investors’ attention to your
country. Nobody understands this concept better than TOP.
TOP is an all-encompassing digital marketing
firm who excels in performing all services
that make up an FDI package. We get
results!!! Our professionals know exactly
what to do. TOP also enjoys a phenomenal
business relationship with thousands of
online newspapers and unique publications.
This is crucial when it comes to completing
assignments stemming from your foreign
direct investments.

TOP’s Online Reputation
Building packages also
include press releases
and mini campaigns of
social commentary and
marketing by notable
influencers.
No other
digital marketing firm
incorporates
these
services into one package;
nor get the results TOP
is internationally known
for. Choose one of our
packages and see the
level of success TOP can
achieve for you.

A few of the many services you can expect to
see from The Online Publishers’ FDI packages
are content creation, content placement,
social media posts, and advertisement
placements. Content from YOUR project will
be seen by people in more than 170 countries
and in more than 40 different languages. One
other extremely effective marketing tool we
use is video creation. That is available in TOP’s
foreign direct investment packages as well.
Obtain one of these packages today and see
how TOP can make your country thrive.

TOP Campaigns

TOP Tourism Promotion Campaign
Let’s say you are a VIP in your state or country and
oversee revenue efforts. You want to get as much traffic
into your country as you possibly can. What you need is
The Online Publishers’ (TOP) Tourism Digital Marketing
package. It encompasses everything you need people
to learn and see about your country.
TOP is a one-stop-shop when it comes to digital
marketing. Our Tourism packages are an integral part of
the mix. We excel at promoting events and places and
driving people to them. It has been proven by studies
that most travelers use Internet searches when they
decide where to travel to. Hire TOP and we will get the
word out to people in more than 170 countries and in
more than 40 languages.
Sure, TOP offers more traditional forms of marketing such
as articles and blogs creation and placement, as well as
heavy social media interaction. However, we also offer
search engine optimization, backlink management and
video creation to get your message out there. Hire TOP
for your Tourism Promotion needs and see your numbers
of visitors climb in droves.

Online Lobbying Campaign
When you have a message or are seeking to promote an individual going through
an issue of some sort, be it political, social and/or legal, you want to make sure you
to reach as many people as possible around the globe. This is where The Online
Publishers (TOP) comes in. With its Online Lobbying Campaign packages, you can
expect exactly that to get done. We understand the full scope of online lobbying
and what it is used for. TOP undoubtedly excels at this.
As the leading digital marketing firm throughout the world, TOP reaches more
people than you can imagine. TOP is the preeminent online lobbying authority in
this vital industry. TOP’s massive popularity is seen in over 170 countries, while our
client’s message can be translated into more than 40 different languages. What
else would a client look for?
With many services, and providers who complete them, TOP furnishes the tools
clients need to promote themselves, another person, or an idea. When online
lobbying is required, TOP has an unequalled understanding of how to do it correctly
and effectively. TOP gets results!!! Hire us for one of our online lobbying campaign
packages and see what a winning combination you will have.

Services

TOP Writing Services
The Online Publishers (TOP) writing services, aka content creation, are a focal point
of any marketing strategy. It includes any type of writing you can imagine from
articles and blog posts, to letters, press releases, and custom projects. There are
many more kinds of writing projects that TOP professionals can entertain. Our
writing service provider team members are experts in the categories they claim to
know. They are adept at researching topics they have no prior knowledge of and
writing a perfect content piece. Let us write for YOU!

TOP Publishing Services
When you need publishing services,
The Online Publishers is the place
to go. We offer publishing services,
content and advertisement placement
services, in tens of thousands of
publications all over the world. This
includes online sites and highly
coveted news outlets. TOP has an
incredible level of performance when
it comes to producing quality content.
As such, our publishing sources never
turn us down. We get you results from
a content piece we published. Our
professionals know exactly what your
organization is looking for.

TOP
Advertising Services
The Online Publishers offers a way for clients to get ads published online through
its advertisement placement services. We have superb service providers who
understand every facet of advertising and are available to complete assignments
for YOU. We have providers, publishing sources and interested readers in over 170
countries. Each provider can speak at least one of 40 languages and can use this
asset to perform your advertising tasks. TOP professionals will handle your projects
with the utmost expertise. No other company can claim the same.

TOP Blogging Services
The Online Publishers (TOP)
platform is THE place to go for
blogging services. Our bloggers
create and publish content
whenever a client requests this.
They do not necessarily own the
site they publish to but do have
approval to do so. We specialize
in connecting you to our team
of professional bloggers.
You
can count on TOP bloggers to
complete your tasks in the most
professional manner possible. For
the best blogging services on the
planet, contact TOP today!

TOP Services

TOP Translation Services

TOP clients can browse thousands of news medium or news sites when they need
to publish a news article or a press release in one news medium in a particular
language and geographical location. TOP journalists help our clients with editing
and publishing their news articles or press releases in their chosen news site. At
TOP, we excel at connecting our clients with journalists and news mediums to make
sure their news reaches their target audience.

There are many times The Online Publishers’
(TOP) clients need projects translated into other
languages. Clients might even, in some occasions,
use our translation services independently of our
other services. Of course, we can accommodate
those needs, or any other reasons, a client needs a
translator. Our translators are fluent in the language(s)
they say they know. They are not merely students who
have studied their chosen language. Each provider
is a certified expert in that language. Check out our
website for a long list of uses for a translator.

TOP Photography Services

TOP Backlinks Management Services

TOP Journalist
Services

There are many times when
a photo or two will add style
to an article or other type
of project. This is where
The
Online
Publishers
(TOP) team of high-quality
photographers comes in.
Find the perfect image to go
along with your project right
on our website. Our photo
gallery features images
that cannot be found any
place else. This means your
clients will not see the same
photo amongst anybody
else’s content piece. If you
need photos for any reason,
visit TOP’s gallery and we are
sure you will find some.

AImprove your online traffic and drive sales to your website with access to an
international audience. You can do that by using our backlinks management
services. We are The Online Publishers (TOP) and one of our specialties is backlinks
management services. Build a network of amazing links that will give your entity
top ranking on search engines. With TOP, your brand turns from brief mentions into
first-rate quality backlinks. This is exactly what you need to help your company or
your region climb to the top.

TOP Services

TOP’s eBook and
Resource Library
Perhaps you need a specific resource
or an eBook on a particular topic to
complete a project, or maybe you
would just like something unique to
read. In that case, browse through our
eBook and Resource library. We are
The Online Publishers (TOP) and have
the perfect item for you right here.
Choose from scores of materials that
cannot be found any place else. Our
authors sell their masterpieces only
to us. Check out our website and find
something great to read. Only clients
are allowed into this library.

TOP’s Reviewing Services
Sometimes a client will need to boost their online reputation or increase product sales.
What would be useful to them is The Online Publishers (TOP) review services performed
by people who know how to do them to perfection. Our providers understand how to
complete reviews in a manner that promotes the company or place to the public. Hire
TOP reviewers today and watch your entity’s reputation or sales soar to new heights.
Our reviewers are the best in the business. See what we can do for you.

TOP Influencer Services
One of our more unique services at The Online Publishers (TOP) is offering social
media influencing. An influencer can be a public figure, an entertainer, a prominent
business leader, or whatever. For varied reasons, these people have a lot of
international influence. They make their opinions known about issues, products,
people, etc., and other people listen to them. Professionally, these people are
known as influencers and TOP makes the best of them. We connect clients with
our team of influencers and get the results they are seeking.

TOP Video Marketing Services
The
advancements
in technology over the
past several years resulted in
increasingly popular marketing
methods.
The Online Publishers
(TOP) has brought video marketing to the
forefront of its array of services. We have a
superb team of video creators and vloggers.
TOP professionals are excellent at their chosen
fields and the results are phenomenal. There
are just times when nothing tells a story like
a well-produced video. Our providers are
exceptional at this. Find out for yourself.
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